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Oldenburg, October 2007

energy adds value

URMO presentation

aleo solar AG

Uwe Bögershausen, CFO
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Certain statements made in this presentation may constitute “forward-looking 
statements” within the meaning of the U.S. federal securities law. Forward-
looking information is subject to various known and unknown risks and 
uncertainties. These include statements concerning our expectations and other 
statements that are not historical facts.

The Company believes any such statements are based on reasonable
assumptions and reflect the judgement of aleo’s management based on factors 
currently known by it.

No assurance can be given that these forward-looking statements will prove 
accurate and correct, or that anticipated, projected future results will be 
achieved.

For additional information regarding risks, investors are referred to aleo’s
Annual Report 2006.

Disclaimer
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Our goal? To keep growing.
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Oldenburg
Sales Prenzlau

90 MWp

Barcelona
10 MWp
Sales

Vicenza
Sales

2007 revenues

EUR 200 m

Capacity

100 MWp

IPO

July 14th, 2006

2007 employees

approx. 460

Figures Partners

At a glance
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Business model

Solar panel

Mounting system

Inverter

Solar panel manufacturer with own sales 

channel…

OR …distributor with secured sourcing by 

own production!

Raw silicon Ingots Wafers
Solar

cells

Solar

panels
Distribution Market

Installer/ 

Project 

developer
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Our modules? Can’t be beaten.
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aleo S_16: rewarded for high quality

• aleo solar’s main panel S16 was one test winner

• Excellent overall grade

• High grades in

• Power generation

• Durability

• Safety
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Satisfied? Yes, more and more.
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Strong brand established

aleo solar AG named as one 

of the most market-oriented 

listed companies

20052004 20072006

“This is the edge the company 

from Oldenburg has over its 

competitors.”

“… has also been able to 

successfully position the 

aleo brand on the market.”

“In terms of image no 

competitor beats aleo 

solar: 2/3 attest aleo a 

good brand appearance; 

3/4 take the brand 

congenial.”
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¿Spain? It’s our pride and joy.
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The future? Preferably with Johanna.
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Key strengths

Distribution � Distribution power and strong brand

Production � Premium product with rewarded quality

International � Europe and other promising markets

Innovative � Access to thin film panels


